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Hard-wired phonology: limits and latitude of
phonological variation in pathological speech

Grzegorz Dogil
Abstract
In this contribution I will put forward a set of research questions which pertain to the differences between the normal and the pathological variation in
speech. I will review the established clinical findings and discuss the new
neurolinguistic models based on neuroimaging research, which attempt to
explain the extent and the source of pathological variation. I will put the
data in relation to the models and show which pathological patterns can be
readily accounted for. It will become clear that some aspects of pathological
variation in speech cannot be accounted for by the existing models. Interestingly, these aspects are those that keep pathological speech similar to normal speech. I will show that even the most disturbed forms of pathology in
speech adhere to well-defined, general principles of phonological structure
and phonetic implementation. These principles are what I will refer to as the
“hard-wired” part of phonology, which emerges only when the pathological
patterns are compared with the normal learning path. In the final part of this
contribution I will attempt to identify the research questions and the research tools that might help us understand how the hard-wired phonology is
implemented in the human brain.

1. Introduction
High variability is not typical of phonological systems. At the lexical level
phonological forms are linearized into highly invariant strings of phonological units such as syllables and phonemes. Phonological variants of the
string, if they exist at all, are readily accounted for by general phonological
rules of insertion, deletion and substitution which can be formulated in
relation to the well defined phonological, prosodic and grammatical con-

texts. These rules are internalised by the native speakers of languages, and
the languages fossilise the phonological aspects of lexical forms through
frequency of usage. The representation of a concept (a lemma) by a stable,
predictable phonological form is the rule. However, there are interesting
exceptions.
The Georgian language is notorious for its complex consonant clusters
(cf. Vogt 1958; Chitoran 1998). Gil and Radzinski (1987) have observed
that when such complex clusters occur in the onset, the relative order of the
consonants is quite free. They provide an example of the verbal root “to
train” whose phonological realisations differ with respect to the linear order
of the five onset consonants.
1.

a. c´vrtna

b. c´rtvna

c. c´rvtna

d. c´trvna

e. c´vtrna

f. rc´tvna

The variation of the linear order in the phonological forms listed above
does not correlate with their syntactic distribution or semantic interpretation; all these forms are phonological variants of the same lemma representation “to train”.
This example and numerous others have been elicited from Georgian
dialect speakers using an informal and substandard register. The facts violate most generalizations concerning linear order and sonority hierarchy
presented in phonological literature. In general, however, all these consonant permutations conform to the phonotactic constraints of Georgian. For
example, /c´/ must precede /t/. Gil and Radzinsky (1987) did not give an
account of such constraints, however, present-day stochastic phonotactic
models (cf. Müller, Möbius, Prescher 2000) could certainly uncover the
regularity behind the puzzling pattern. 1
Is free segment order an option for phonological theory? Most models
of phonology would argue against such a possibility. However, the variability of phonological forms of the type illustrated by substandard Georgian is typical of some forms of pathological speech.
Phonological paraphasias, which are one of the cardinal symptoms of
language pathology seen in aphasia (in particular Conduction aphasia), are
strongly reminiscent of free segment order. For example, a German patient
with aphasia produced a string like /kalo'vaSte/ as a repetition of the word
/Soko'lade/ “chocolate”. 2 With a little phonological imagination these two
forms can be readily considered as scrambled variants of the same lemma.
Such paraphasias are found in patients suffering from severe forms of Wer-
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nicke and Conduction aphasia, in which language is impaired in all of its
modalities. Phonological (phonemic) paraphasias of milder aphasias are
usually not of the scrambled type like the example above suggests. Most
often they take the form of phoneme deletions, insertions, substitutions or
metatheses (for example, /tesk/ for “desk”, /lift/ for “live”, /trist/ for
“street”; cf. Canter, Trost and Burns 1985, 215-216). The lexical source of
such a mild paraphasia can usually be identified with ease, however, the
quantity and the quality of errors is quite different from the “slips of the
tongue” encountered in normal speech (cf. Berg 2005, for a recent discussion of this issue).
A rich source of variability is neologistic jargon aphasia (cf. Buckingham and Kertesz 1976; Dogil 1989; Stenneken, Bastiaanse, Huber and Jacobs 2005). The phonological structure of words in this type of aphasia
(which is usually the most severe form of Wernicke´s aphasia) is impaired
to the extent that lexical content is no longer identifiable. Consider an excerpt from the neologistic jargon case described in Dogil 1989. 3 The interviewer (the present author) is marked with T; the patient (a 73 year old
Wernicke aphasic) is marked with P. The items marked in italics do not
have any obvious correspondence to the native language of the subject
(German),
2. T.
P.

Wo sind Sie aufgewachsen?

„where did you grow up“

/vir zInt E In dEm n E datam alE zadEm Un vir zInt atlEm In
di zotlIm latlEm Un vir zalEm gjotlIm/
T.
P.

Haben Sie ein Hobby? “Do you have a hobby”
/naIn naIn vir zInt e dan zitlIm zia zItam lotlEm
In den lolEms abR vaItlEm/

Patients´ speech is fluent, the prosodic form of the utterances is largely
undisturbed and the neologistic jargon sounds like propositionally organised language (cf. Dogil, Hildebrand and Schürmeier 1990). All phonemes
used in jargon aphasia are of the native inventory, all phoneme combinations obey native phonotactics, and the phonological neologistic forms are
in no way uniform. The phonological variability is rather high (cf. Stenneken et al. 2005). The phonemic jargon is the speech output of a severe language impairment which is characterised by hugely impaired comprehension, reading and writing.

A different source of variability in pathological speech is connected
with a syndrome called Apraxia of Speech (AOS). AOS is a severe and
lasting disorder of speech production, and it regularly co-occurs with
Broca´s aphasia. The co-occurance with aphasia is probably due to lesion
overlap, as pure AOS also sometimes occurs. Clinical linguists are generally convinced that AOS is “..a nosological entity in its own right..” (Lebrun 1990: 380), and it´s symptoms can be distinguished from aphasia and
from motor speech disorders (dysarthrias).
The sound errors produced by patients suffering from apraxia of speech
are very numerous (almost each lexical form is mutilated) but they are
much subtler in nature, more local and more phonetically motivated. Consider a list of errors from English, French and German patients suffering
from Apraxia of Speech in (6) below. 4
3. Intended lemma

correct lexical form

error production

dIS2´z
pliz
pliziNlI
tEl´vIZ´n
vekeIS´n

drIS´z
priz
riziNrI
tEl´vIz´n
vefeikS´n

cinema
écris plus petit
j´ai remarqué
mes livres

sinema
ek{iplyp´ti
Ze{´ma{k´
mEliv{

simnema
ek{ip{yp´ti
Ze{ema{ke
lEmiv{

Frist
Kalbfleisch
Pfeife
Sprache
Sparbüchse

frIst
kalpflaIS
pfaIf´
Sprax´
SparbYks´

frIts
kalpfraIS
p..Sa..S..S..fraif´
S...r..pSra...Sprax´
SparbYkE..bYSE

dishes
please
pleasingly
television
vacation

The errors illustrated in (6) may appear minor when compared with the
paraphasic errors (illustrated by phonological paraphasias of the aphasic
source) but they are extremely numerous and highly variable. As a matter
of fact, the inconsistency and variability of errors have been often considered as a criterion distinguishing Apraxia of Speech from motor speech
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disorders (cf. Johns and Darley 1970: 580; Rosenbek, McNeil, Aronson
1984; Lebrun 1990). The lack of any significant impairment of syntacticc,
morphological, and syntactic processing makes AOS, in its pure form, the
neurolinguistic syndrome in which the phonological aspects of language
are selectively distorted (cf. Dogil and Mayer 1998).
Other distortions of speech production are more readily characterized by
uniformity than by variability of errors. The motor speech disorders, i.e.
dysarthrias (cf. Darley, Aronson, Brown 1975; Ackermann 1999), are characterized, among other things, by abnormal speech tempo, reduced range of
orofacial movements, and often improper adduction of the vocal folds.
These features apply to all speech events in equal strength and thus contribute to the uniformity of dysarthric speech output (cf. Kent and Rosenbek 1982). In contrast to apraxia of speech the articulation errors produced
by patients with dysarthria are consistent and predictable (cf. Johns and
Darley 1970: 578). We will disregard these disorders in the discussion
which follows, and refer to the individual dysarthric syndromes only in
passing. We will also not discuss at any depth the rare cases of pathology
which lead to distortions of sound structure such as “pure word deafness”
and “foreign accent syndrome”.
Pure word deafness is a comprehension disorder which only marginally
leads to phonemic production errors (cf. Buchman, Garron, TrostCardamone and Schwartz 1986; Poeppel 2001). We will briefly discuss this
syndrome in the section devoted to the presentation of pathological variability as seen in phonemic paraphasias typical of conduction aphasia.
Foreign accent syndrome is a rare disease which disrupts the prosodic
and phonetic features of patient´s native language. Here again, the whole
speech output is uniformly disturbed – the speaker sounds “foreign” due to
a slightly different prosodic timing and/or a slightly different segmental
phonetic output of her speech production (cf. Dankovičová, Gurd, Marshall, MacMahon, Stuart-Smith, Coleman and Slater 2001; Gurd, Bessel,
Bladon and Bamford 1988).
In what follows we will concentrate on the detailed account of models
which attempt to account for sources of variability in pathological speech
as illustrated by apraxia of speech, phonemic paraphasia and phonemic
jargon.
We will put forward a computational model (Incremental Specification
in Context [ISC] model) which simulates the learning procedures for mappings of auditory-acoustic-articulatory dimensions in speech in the context
of retrieval of fully prosodified word forms. The model is informed by

phonetic knowledge of acoustic-articuatory mappings and lexical retrieval
(Stevens 2005), by the perception based model of speech production
(Guenther, hampson and Johnson 1998) and by the Exemplar Theory
(Goldinger 1997, Pierrehumbert 2001). We will argue that pathological
data patterns sketched above can be more or less successfully accounted for
by the individual properties of the model. However, we will also argue that
the learing procedure presupposed in the model (incremetnal specification
of phonetic mappings in phonological context) implies that prosodic contraints on sound context (e.g. sonority dispersion) have to be represented by
more general, and yet unknown, computational principles. We will show
puzzling data from language pathology (phonemic jargon) which illustrates
this prediction.

2. Limits of phonetic and phonological variability in apraxia of
speech
The neurophonetic diagnosis of Apraxia of Speech is relatively straightforward – it is based on the following criteria: presence of phonemic
paraphasias, dysprosody, a large number of phonetic distortions, visible
groping and speech initiation difficulties like false starts and restarts (cf.
Rosenbek, McNeil, Aronson 1984; Ziegler 2002). Most patients do exhibit
motor impairments at the level of the vocal track (due to the location of the
lesion), but these impairments differ from pareses, ataxias, and akinesias
characteristic of general motor speech disorders. It has been claimed that
motor execution of oro-facial movements in AOS is unimpaired in terms of
the development and execution of muscular force (cf. Ackermann 1999).
The neural basis of this disorder is well-investigated, but not uncontroversial. Dronkers (1996) found the anterior insula 5 of the left hemisphere to
be the area of maximum overlap in her study based on a large sample of
neurologically well documented studies. Subsequent detailed single-case
studies reported “pure” cases of AOS following the lesion of the left anterior insula (cf. Nagao, Takeda, Komori, Isozaki and Hirai 1999; Marien,
Pickut, Engelborghs, Martin and De Deyn 2001). Because of the nature of
the impairment correlated with the anterior insular cortex Dronkers and
others assumed that the left insula controls prearticulatory processes in
terms of programming and planning of speech gestures. AOS is considered
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a higher-level dysfunction of speech motor control, in particular, a dysfunction in the planning of the kinematic patterns for speech.
The neural localization results, and indeed the “overlap approach” to localizing brain functions used in Dronkers (1996), have to be reconsidered
in view of more recent neuroimaging data provided by Hillis, Work,
Barker, Jacobs, Breese and Maurer (2004). Hillis et al. used the MRI diffusion weighted imaging to trace the blood flow and the dysfunctional brain
tissue in AOS patients just after the stroke. They could not replicate the
unique connection between the AOS and the left anterior insula. Their results indicate that “..apraxia of speech was associated with structural damage or low blood flow in left posterior inferior frontal gyrus” (i.e. the
Broca´s area). Hillis et al. suggest that the left anterior insula and the left
posterior inferior frontal gyrus contribute to the symptoms found in AOS :
“..our results do not call into question the association between the left anterior insular lesions and chronic apraxia of speech; we expect that the association is highly reliable. However, our results indicate that the observed
relation may not be causative (i.e. may instead reflect the vulnerability of
the insula to ischaemia in large strokes).” Hillis et al. (2004: 1484) 6
The concept of AOS as a planning or programming deficit, also has to
be revised in view of more recent neuroimaging data. Perisylvian hemodynamic responses to the speech tasks have been reported in nearly all functional imaging studies addressing speech production (cf. Petersen, Fox,
Posner, Mintum and Reichle 1988, 1989; Bookheimer, Zeffiro, Blaxton,
Gaillard and Theodore 1995; McCarthy, Blamire, Rothman, Gruetter and
Shulman 1993; Riecker, Ackermann, Wildgruber, Dogil and Grodd 2000).
The studies of our group (cf. Riecker et al. 2000; Dogil, Ackermann,
Grodd, Haider, Kamp, Mayer, Riecker, Röhm, Wildgruber and Wokurek
2004; Ackermann and Riecker 2004) have compared hemodynamic brain
reactions to overt and covert speech. Neuroimaging covert and overt speech
allowed us to compare two levels of speech production, motor planning
versus motor execution.
Eighteen subjects (22-63 years old) underwent fMRI measurements using an echo planar imaging sequence across the whole brain volume implemented on a 1.5 Tesla whole-body scanner. In a critical task 7 we compared the overt (aloud) and covert (silent) production of highly overlearned
word strings (months of the year). Covert speech revealed activation of the
left motor cortex (MC)/posterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) as well as the
supplementary motor area (SMA) and the right cerebellar hemisphere.
Overt, loud speech yielded bilateral activation of the cerebellum and the

frontal motor areas as well as an increased activation of the SMA. Measurable activation in the insular cortex (anterior left insula AI) was restricted
to the overt speech task. Figure 1 and Table 1 below depict the brain regions that function in concert to orchestrate speech articulation. The patterns of activation are the result of cognitive subtraction of all tasks investigated in the study (cf. Ackermann & Riecker 2004: 322-323).

Figure 1 displays the activation of Supplementary Motor Area (SMA), Motor
Cortex, posterior Inferior Frontal Gyrus, Anterior Insula and Cerebellum during
Overt and Covert Speech compared to a baseline period.
fMRI maps are superimposed on the averaged 3D-anatomy at the level of the
maximum hemodynamic response. In accordance with the common standards of
neuroradiology, the left half of a slice represents the right (R), the right side the
left (L) hemisphere. SPM 96, p < 0.001 (Z > 3.09), corrected extent threshold p <
0.05.
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Table 1. Hemodynamic Responses (fMRI) at the Level of Supplementary Motor
Area (SMA), Motor Cortex (MC), Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG), Anterior Insula
and Cerebellum during Overt and Covert Speech production.
Condition

Region

Side

Tal.
X*

Tal.
Y*

Tal.
Z*

VoxelLevel
(Z-value)

ClusterSize
(no of
voxels)

Overt
Speech

SMA

Medial

-3

8

47

6.63

177

MC

R
L
R
L
L
R
L

65
-68
65
-62
-35
27
-30

-3
-8
15
18
18
-45
-39

-2
6
10
11
-4
-20
-18

7.43
7.87
7.01
7.87
5.93
7.26
5.68

198
385
198 *
385 #
43
246
164

SMA

Medial

-3

16

30

5.29

165

MC
pIFG
Cerebellum

L
L
R

-65
-61
30

6
20
-60

8
8
-27

7.25
4.66
5.66

296
296 #
157

pIFG
Anterior Insula
Cerebellum

Covert
Speech

The lack of activation of the anterior insular cortex during a silent rehearsal of an over-learned speech task suggests that this particular part of
the speech network is not responsible for the programming and planning of
speech gestures. Apraxia of speech which appears to be neurally connected
with lesions to the left posterior IFG (Broca´s area) and to the intrasylvian
cortex cannot be just a planning or programming impairment (i.e. a general
apraxic disorder). The coordinated neural activity of the pIFG (the Broca´s
area) and the left anterior insular cortex might be understood in such a way
that the programmes for language coordinated speech movements (let us
call them the prosodified speech movements) are stored at the pIFG but

they are retrieved by neural systems attributed to the left intrasylvian cortex
in the actual task of speech production.
Note that oro-facial apraxia, that AOS patients also show in non-speech
motor tasks, may be attributed to concomitant lesions to the motor cortex
(MC), and is (by some researchers) argued to be a separate syndrome. The
posterior inferior frontal gyrus (pIFG), the left anterior insula (AI), the
SMA and the contralateral cerebellum supports the actual coordination of
the activity involved in speech production. But which aspects of the process
in speech production are critically disturbed in AOS?
In their neuroimaging study of syllable production, Nota and Honda
(2003) found that insula becomes involved when different syllables have to
be sequenced in a particular order. The repetitive production of a single
syllable, in contrast, does not lead to a significant activation of the insular
cortex. Gunther, Gosh and Tourville (2006) in a seminal study of computational modeling of neural correlates of syllable production, hypothesize that
the insula plays a role in selecting the approprite over-learned motor programs in the process of syllable production.
The hypothesis that AOS patients have lost direct access to the overlearned motor patterns of syllables has been independently formulated in an
influential study by Varley and Whiteside (2001). The hypothesis has been
inspired by the speech production model proposed by Levelt and coworkers (cf. Levelt 2001; Levelt, Roelofs and Meyer 1999; Levelt and
Wheeldon 1994) in which a distinction is made between two routes of phonetic implementation in speech. A syllabary route is used to retrieve the
stored motor programs for the most frequent syllables of a language, and
segment-by-segment assembly is used for the implementation of lowfrequency syllables.
The hypothesis of Varley & Whiteside was mainly based on reaction
time measurements (cf. Varley, Whiteside and Luff 1999), in which normal
subjects and patients with aphasia showed shorter reaction times to highfrequency words over low-frequency words. This latency effect was not
measurable in apraxia of speech, and it is this result that lead Varley and
Whiteside to assume the loss of motor programs encoded in the syllabary. 8
The sub-syllabic route model of apraxia of speech advanced by Varley and
Whiteside (2001) predicts that AOS speakers will be dysfluent, but it does
not predict the large number of segmental errors and the large variability of
the errors found in AOS. The model also predicts that the error patterns
would be blind to syllable structure.
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In a carefully designed study Aichert and Ziegler (2004) have tested the
predictions of the sub-syllabic route model of AOS. They could show that
all of their ten subjects showed error patterns that were indeed sensitive to
syllable structure. The error prone productions of the syllable clusters in
German which they investigated decreased from syllable onset clusters
(CC-) over syllable boundary clusters (C.C) to coda clusters (-CC). The
detailed analysis of error types has shown that cluster simplification (CC Æ
C), an error type considered typical for AOS, was significantly more frequent in intrasyllabic clusters (onset or coda) than in clusters spanning the
syllable boundary (Aichert and Ziegler 2004: 154). These carefully analyzed data demonstrate that segmental clusters at the contact point of two
syllables are different from clusters within the syllable (be it onset or coda
clusters). The result is incompatible with the sub-syllabic route model of
apraxia of speech (Varley and Whiteside (2001)), and clearly supports the
classic “syllabic segregation” model of Kent and Rosenbek (1982; 1983).
Aichert and Ziegler (2004: 151-153) also investigated the influence of
syllable frequency on error rates in AOS. They found that all patients with
apraxia produce significantly fewer errors for syllables with extremely high
frequency (the 100 most frequent syllables of German). This shows that
AOS patients do have access to a mental syllabary. Aichert and Ziegler
also found that error rates related to syllable frequency were sensible to the
severity of the AOS. The error rates of mild apraxic patients were flattening
with syllables of lower frequencies (500+ on a German syllable frequency
scale), whereas they were increasing for rare syllables (1000+ on a frequency scale) in patients with severe AOS. This result not only shows that
the pathomechanism of AOS is sensitive to the syllabic route of speech
production, but it also points out that the syllabary has an internal frequency-based organization (Aichert and Ziegler 2004: 156).
The combined data from clinical and neuroimaging studies connected
with pathomechanisms of AOS discussed so far indicate that speakers suffering from apraxia of speech have access to plans and programs for speech
production. Furthermore, these data show that those speakers are sensitive
to the frequency distribution of the “over-learned” motor patterns. We also
stipulate that the process of retrieval of these entries, in which the Broca´s
area supported by the left anterior insula are the pivotal neural components,
is corrupted. Let us look more closely at the corrupted speech typical of
AOS.
In two seminal acoustic studies of corrupted speech Kent and Rosenbek
(1982; 1983) noticed a pattern that they referred to as “syllabic segrega-

tion” and “articulatory prolongation”. This pattern may be characterized by
an abnormal coarticulatory resistance, visible in almost every single spectrogram generated from speech produced by patients with AOS. The pattern
is characterized by prolonged acoustic steady states and missing coarticulation across syllable boundaries. Acoustically and perceptually it is reminiscent of speech patterns produced by a sloppily programmed allophone synthesizer. Consider the spectrograms of normal and apraxic speech in fig. 2
originally published in Kent and Rosenbek (1982: 266) fig.4.

Figure 2. A spectrogram of an English word refrigerator produced by a normal
(upper panel) and an apraxic speaker (lower panel). Notice the prolonged steady
states in apraxic speech.

Virtually identical acoustic patterns have been registered in other studies
of apraxia of speech. Dogil and Mayer (1998: 153-161) showed that syllable boundaries in apraxic speech productions are impervious to any coarticulation processes found in normal speech. The critical difference between normal and apraxic speech was illustrated by measuring the second
and the third formants of the [i] vowel of the first syllable of the two Ger-
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man words Spieligel ´toy hedgehog´ [Spil/ig´l] and Spielübung ´game
practice´ [Spil/ybUN]. If coarticulation over the syllable boundary takes
place, F2 and F3 of [i] in the second word (Spielübung) should be lowered,
due to anticipated lip rounding and slight dorsal movement to the back,
compared to F2 and F3 of [i] in the first item (Spieligel). The coarticulatory
effect was strong in the control speakers (normal, age matched controls and
speakers with dysarthia were used as controls) but was not measurable in
the subjects suffering from apraxia of speech. The two syllables of the test
words do not interact as far as coarticulation is concerned; they are “segregated”. The individual segments of these words are also clearly overarticulated. The spectrograms shown in figure 3 illustrate the lack of coarticulatory transitions of any sort in the case of (severe) apraxia of speech.

Figure 3. Spectrograms of the test item Spieligel as pronounced by a control
speaker (left panel) and a speaker with severe apraxia of speech (right panel). Note
the articulatory prolongation, the syllabic segregation and reduced coarticulation
characteristic of apraxia of speech.

Vollmer (1997: 139-147) looked more carefully at the prevalence of
steady states over transitions observed in the acoustic studies of apraxic
speech. She measured the contribution of steady states and transitions to
the duration of words using four groups of six subjects, each consisting of
normal controls, patients with fluent aphasia, patients with flaccid dysarthria 9 and patients with apraxia of speech. The segmentation of the
speech signal into steady states and transitions was done automatically and
controlled manually. This approach heavily relies on the stability of the
second formant, which is considered to be the most reliable indicator of the

articulatory movement from one oral constriction to another. The measured
tokens
were
nonsense
words
of
the
type
[g´hib´, g´hab´, g´hob´, g´hUb´]. The results of the measurements are
presented in table 2.

Table 2. The contribution of steady states and transitions to the production of
normal and pathological speech

group
control
aphasia
dysarthria
apraxia of speech

steady state

transition

82.14%
81.36%
49.95%
98.16%

17.86%
18.64%
50.05%
1.84%

Multivariate analysis of variance showed a highly significant effect of
the group factor, a highly significant effect of the measured phases (steady
state vs. transition), and a significant interaction between the group and
measured phases factors. Further statistical analysis of these main statistical
effects was performed with the Scheffé-test (multiple comparisons of the
averages). The interaction of the steady-state factor and the group factor
shows highly significant differences between the average values. The results are summarized in table 3.
Table 3.Interaction between steady-state phases (ST) and groups of subjects.
Scheffé-test {Diff crit (3, 20,95%) = 0.096 / Diffcrit(3,20,95%) = 0.122}
Group
Dysarthria/ST
Aphasia/ST
Apraxia/ST

Norm/ST
**0.1274
0.0024
**0.2030

Dysarthria/ST

Aphasia/ST

**0.1250
**0.3304

**0.2054

Table 3 shows that there is a highly significant difference between a
steady-state phase as measured in apraxia of speech and a steady-state
phase in the production of any other group of speakers. Transition does not
appear to have this highly differential function in apraxia of speech.
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The results obtained by Vollmer confirm the hypothesis first proposed
by Dogil and Mayer (1998), in which the pathology of apraxia of speech is
derived from the ´overspecification´ of speech sounds in all their phonetic
target properties. Dogil & Mayer (1998) suggested that the implementation
of articulatory overspecification and syllabic segregation in running speech
is the source of other problems that apraxic speakers show (such as false
starts, dysprosody, groping behavior, and phonological paraphasia). They
proposed that the source of this corrupted implementation of speech motor
programs is connected with the processes of specification of phonological
representations underlying speech. According to this the AOS hypothesis is
a disorder which lies directly at the interface between phonological specification and kinematic implementation.
In normal speech, specification and underspecification are learned by
processes which define both the phonological representations and the kinematic patterns that these representations are translated into. The Incremental Specification in Context (ISC) Model 10 , which we have been developing (cf. Dogil and Möbius 2001; Möbius and Dogil 2002; Schneider,
Lintferd, Dogil and Möbius 2006), is a model of speech representation
within the framework of Exemplar Theory (cf. Goldinger 1997; Pierrehumbert 2001).
Exemplar Theory claims that people learn and store the details of events
that they are frequently confronted with (Hintzman 1986). The irregular
and unexpected events are actually stored and represented much more directly in the exemplar space than the regular frequent events. Hence, the
Georgian clusters mentioned at the outset of this study will be individually
stored in all their detail, probably containing the information about the
speaker who uses a particular variant. Such storage procedures have been
implemented by computational simulations of the exemplar theory (Hintzman 1986, Schütze, Walsch, Möbius and Wade 2007) and they show that it
is feasible to store five or six scrambled versions of a word, especially if

this word is the only one containing consonants [c´, t, r, v, n] in the onset. If
such patterns may be simply stored, there is no constraint violation.
Our model extends the general Exemplar Theory and follows a specifically phonetic theoretical perspective according to which speech representations (phonetic and phonological) emerge as regions in the perceptual
space of speakers of a language. The ISC model extends the phonological
feature-based lexical access models by uniting them with a newly conceptualized Exemplar Theory (cf. fig. 4). It is posited that speech exemplars
are not only concrete realizations of tokens but that they contain representations constructed through an internal analysis-by-synthesis process.
Figure 4. Incremental Specification in Context model as applied to speech. The
model adopts the general architecture of Stevens` (2005) model and extends it with
a new version of Exemplar Theory. Category-specific exemplars emerge from the
internal analysis-by-synthesis process and a successful match to patterns derived
from the input speech signal.

We follow Stevens (2002; 2005) and argue that acoustic parameters and
cues are initially processed at the areas of greatest perceptual salience (pivots and landmarks). The acoustic cues of the landmarks give the hearer the
first approximation of a pertinent phonemic or prosodic category. The representation is now underspecified with respect to the fully specified speech
signal. Distinctive phonological features are derived from the acoustic
characteristics of the landmarks. In the case of insufficient confidence values assigned to the features, incremental specification steps are applied to
re-analyze the input by taking local and non-local context information into
account. The underspecified feature representation is matched to entries in
the lexicon as soon as the confidence threshold is reached (´fast lexical
access´). This part of the ISC model can be characterized as an incremental
process of underspecification or abstraction. The AOS patients do not have
any deficits here.
The emergence of a fully specified category is reached by the application of an internal analysis-by-synthesis process as illustrated in the lower
part of figure 4. This process takes the underspecified category hypotheses
derived from the lexical access and sends them through a loop in which the
category is internally synthesized by the hearer (shown in the right-hand
module in the analysis-by-synthesis box). All relevant landmark and context information is used in the incremental specification process; the available context may be wider than in the analysis path and is assumed to com-
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prise segmentally and prosodically relevant spectral, tonal, temporal, and
voice quality information (cf. Goldinger 1997) as well as information pertaining to syllable structure, syllabic stress, prosodic structure, and information and discourse structure (cf. Schneider et al. 2006).
The synthesis step results in a highly specified internal model of the hypothesized category, which is then internally compared with (acoustic
memory of) the original signal in the original context. During the acquisition of language speakers synthesize internal output by means of all possible phonetic parameters (acoustic, auditory, articulatory). The comparison
between the internally synthesized representation and the cues present in
the original speech signal (the question mark in fig. 4) makes them drop
those cues that are never functional in their native language. 11 In this way
the phonetic knowledge of a language is acquired and, at need, constantly
updated.
We stipulate that such a comparison can be performed only in the phonetic space that is neutral to the hearer’s and speaker’s phonetic knowledge.
We follow Guenther, Hampson and Johnsonl (1998) and suggest that these
units are defined as the internal models in a perceptual reference space.
Exemplars of speech categories are thus neither measured acoustic patterns
nor articulatory gestural scores; they are stored in the speaker/hearer’s perceptual reference space.
It is this step of translating the fully specified articulatory-acoustic
products of internal synthesis (which are potentially represented in some
form of neural connections supported by the posterior inferior frontal
gyrus, cf. Hillis et al. 2004) into the abstract perceptual reference space
which is corrupted in apraxia of speech. This does not mean that AOS patients are expected to have perceptual problems. The representation of
speech events in perceptual space is intact, but the form in which these
represetations are retrieved in the process of actual, overt speech production
is disrupted. Directions into velocities of articulators, which in the DIVA
model (Guenther, Hampson and Johnson 1998) organise the normal mapping process, are replaced by mappings into fully specified articulatory
targets. This overspecification of target regions leads to articulatory grouping (searching for ultimate position of each articulator for each speech target) syllabic segregation, articulatory prolongation and it leads to an increased coarticulatory resistance (the larger the articulatory contact area the
less coarticulation is involved, cf. Recasens 1989; 99)
We assume, that this retrieval process is supported by the anterior insular cortex, which, due to its widespread connections with sensory systems

of the brain (cf. Augustine 1996), has become a nodal point between
higher-order aspects of linguistic phonetic information and the adequate
coordination of kinematic gestures during speech production (cf. Ackermann and Riecker 2004: 324). Lesions to the insular cortex lead to the loss
of connection between fully synthesized kinematic representation of speech
and its contextually appropriate exemplar representation in the perceptual
reference space.
The analysis-by-synthesis loop is repeated as often as the speech category is encountered. This means that frequency of experience is decisive
for the establishment of the category. The cues that have a high frequency
of occurrence in a specific context will be represented by a large number of
internal exemplars in the hearer’s perceptual space. In normal speech these
exemplars develop categorical properties and exert magnet effects. Phonetic categories emerge from probability distributions corresponding to
regions in the perceptual phonetic space. In apraxia of speech, where the
translation from the perceptual space to internally synthesized kinematic
patterns is disrupted, such categories never emerge again. 12 However, the
frequency of occurrence effects, as noted in Varley and Whiteside (2001) at
the word level and by Aichert and Ziegler (2004) at the syllabic and subsyllabic level, are still fully present. The patients with speech apraxia have
access to the syllabary but they fail to retrieve the appropriate syllabic programs from the phonetic reference space.
Another interesting prediction of the model is that patients with apraxia
of speech should show the highest error rates and the greatest error variability with maximally underspecified sounds. Underspecification is a matter of
phonological contrast and it depends on phonological systems (cf. Archangeli 1988; Clements 1993). Coarticulatory resistance, which is a permanent problem in apraxic speech, is derived from experimental phonetic
work which claims that coarticulation is gradual and varies between segments (Kühnert and Nolan 1999: 19). Some segments (schwa among vowels, and the glottal fricative among consonants) are universally underspecified and lack articulatory targets (acoustic steady states) of their own. Their
targets can be inferred from the immediate context, they have a very low
degree of coarticulatiory resistance, or speaking in terms of our model, they
are stored as directions in the perceptual reference space. When the directions of the abstract reference space are missing, the speakers try to implement the fully specified kinematic programs also for the maximally underspecified sounds. This leads to problems in the realization of these
segments themselves, as well as in the realization of their immediate con-
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text. Dogil and Mayer (1998, 163-168) have presented data on productions
of [h] and [´] by patients with apraxia of speech which validate this prediction. This prediction is not inconsistent with the clinical observation that
segments with large articulatory contact areas and complex gestural structure (the particularly “resistant” sounds according to Recasens 1989) also
cause major problems to the patients with the apraxia of speech. These
problems are connected with the implementation of coarticulation in pathological speech, and especially in apraxia of speech, which is still an issue of
debate (Katz 2001).
In the discussion of apraxia of speech, which is one of the main pathological syndromes characterizing the variability of speech representation,
we have addressed several research questions coming from areas as disparate as neuroimaging, clinical linguistics, language and speech modeling
and acoustic phonetics. They all bring pieces of the puzzle together, and it
looks like there is a clear interface at which the pieces fit together, but we
are still a long way from solving all the problems. We can, however, narrow down the research questions and develop more restricted models of the
phonetic/phonology interface which in turn can be validated by more precise experiments. We turn now to a much less controversial form of pathological speech – the phonemic paraphasia.

3. Phonemic paraphasia – neurophysiological and phonological
aspects
Patients suffering from paraphasias have a corrupted access either to the
conceptual, syntactic-semantic (lemma) part of the lexicon or to the morpho-phonological (lexical form) part of the lexicon. Semantic paraphasia is
the result of corrupted processing of the lemma part of the lexicon, whereas
corrupted processing of the formal lexicon leads to phonological paraphasia. Wernicke´s aphasia is characterized by general problems with lexical
processing and a large number of both semantic and phonemic paraphasias
prevail in this syndrome. Patients suffering from Conduction aphasia exhibit errors which are fairly restricted to the phonological form of the utterances they produce, phonemic paraphasia being the prevailing type of error.
The fact that patients with conduction aphasia produce similar types of
errors with words and with non-words suggests that their paraphasias are of
post-lexical nature.

An intricate, modern model of the dissociation of the semantic and phonological representation of language has been proposed by Hickok and
Poeppel (2004). On the basis of extensive neuroimaging and clinical research they suggested that speech processing, after an early processing in
the superior temporal gyrus (bilaterally, but not symmetrically), diverges
into two broad (left dominant) processing streams, a ventral stream, which
is involved in mapping sound to meaning, and a dorsal stream, which is
involved in mapping sound to phonological representations. The processing of a speech signal corresponding to a word like “cat” is represented by
a schematic illustration in figure 5 (taken from Hickok and Poeppel 2004,
77, fig. 2).

Figure 5 Schematic of the relation between systems supporting sub-lexical segmentation ability and auditory comprehension ability (Hickok and Poeppel 2004,
77, fig. 2).

Hickok and Poeppel (2004) predict dissociation between phonological
segmentation and comprehension abilities when damage affects portions of
the processing system after the divergence point. They also predict a correlation between these abilities, if the damage involves shared components of
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the system. They quote extensive neuroimaging and clinical evidence to
support this prediction. For example, their model predicts that word deafness - a syndrome in which speech comprehension is severely compromised, although general hearing (and auditory discrimination for nonspeech) is intact - must involve bilateral disruption of the superior temporal
gyrus (STG). Furthermore, because the model assumes that the left STG
also participates in the phonological aspects of speech coding, they predict
that word deaf patients with left STG lesions should have phonemic
paraphasias. Indeed, in case descriptions where production data of word
deaf patients are reported, 70% exhibit at least some paraphasic problems
(Buchman et al. 1986).
It is even more pertinent to our discussion that Hickok and Poeppel predict selective impairment of phonological information processing to be
caused by damage to the dorsal stream of the system 13 . The damage to this
part of the system causes problems with the explicit segmentation of phonological strings, while sparing general comprehension. Dramatic evidence
for this prediction of the system comes from a patient who has been classified for conduction aphasia (Leitungsaphasie) with a standard testing procedure (the Aachener Aphasia Test, Huber, Poeck, Weniger, Willmes
1983) 14 . When asked to repeat a sentence “Fritz lässt sich ungern die Haare
schneiden” – Fritz does not like having a hair-cut – one of our German
patients responded without hesitation “Irgendwas mit dem Frisör” – something with a hairdresser – which is a clear illustration of the dissociation
between phonological segmentation abilities and semantic comprehension
abilities.
The difficulty at the phonological level can be observed in the spontaneous speech and in reading performance of patients with conduction aphasia, although in these conditions it is often compensated for by extended
usage of semantically ambiguous and even vacuous speech. However, in
the case of repetition, where semantic load is low and phonological load is
high, conduction aphasics encounter unsurmountable problems (for a review of classical cases cf. Köhler, Bartels, Hermann, Ditmann and Walesch
1998). Paraphasias produced under this condition are mainly phonological
in nature. The patients metathesize segments (German /Sprux/ ´saying´
Æ /Spurx/), they replace segments by phonologically related segments
(/Sprux/ Æ /Sprus/), but also by phonologically less similar segments
(/Sprux/ Æ /Sprut/) and they also metathesize and replace segments in the
same repetitive reaction (/Sprux/ Æ /Spurt/). The patients also show high
variability in their paraphasic reactions. The German data presented above

are from the same patient and they have been collected on four different
occasions on which this patient was tested for aphasia using the standard
test battery (Huber et al. 1983). Similar data have been collected for other
languages (cf. Canter, Trost and Burns 1985; Hickok 2000; Bastiaanse,
Gilbers and van der Linde 1994), a fact which has led clinical linguists to
consider conduction aphasia “an aphasic disorder in which the ability to
encode phonological information is selectively impaired” (Wilshire and
McCarthy 1996). In our model, schematically presented in figure 4, the
phonological impairment of conduction aphasia concerns the right side of
the analysis-by-synthesis loop. In contrast to patients with apraxia of
speech, conduction aphasia patients have problems in selecting phonological units for the internal analysis-by-synthesis process. Because the selection process is obliterated at the very entrance to the analysis-by-synthesis
system, the production process will result in the selection of stored exemplars which are unrelated to the phonological input. The phonetic structure
of the selected exemplar, however, will not be obliterated.
Conduction aphasia has been originally described (Lichtheim 1885) as a
a general neural disconnection syndrom of posterior (Wernicke) and anterior (Broca) language centers. These centers are believed to be connected
by the white matter pathway referred to as arcuate fasciculus (Geschwind
1965). New developments of neuroimaging, such as diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI) 15 , allow us to explore the connectivity
of the brain in vivo. Catani, Jones and FFytche (2004) have investigated
brain connectivity in the area of the left arcuate fasciculus and have found
two parallel pathways connecting temporal (Wernicke territory) and frontal
(Broca territory) regions. The reconstruction of data from 16 male subjects
investigated in their study (cf. figure 6, reproduced after fig. 3 of Catani,
Jones and FFytche 2004: 11) shows a direct pathway (long segment –
marked red), and an indirect pathway connecting temporal with parietal
(posterior segment – marked yellow) and parietal with frontal regions (anterior segment – marked green) of the language network in the brain.
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Figure 6. Tractography reconstruction of the arcuate fasciculus using DT-MRI
(Catani, Jones and FFytche 2004: 11).

Catani´s network validates some neurofunctional models of language
(cf. Lichtheim 1885; Geschwind 1965; McCarthy and Warrington 1984;
Hickok and Poeppel 2004), but it also makes predictions about the diversification of phonological errors covered by a braod symptom phonological
paraphasia. Two forms of conduction aphasia which have been described in
clinical literature (Shallice and Warrington 1977; Wilshire and McCarthy
1996) – reproduction conduction aphasia and repetition conduction aphasia – might be readily explained by localising damage in direct vs. indirect
pathways of the network 16 . Interestingly, the patterns of phonemic errors in
these different forms of conduction aphasia do not differ. Serialisation
paraphasias and multiple-feature substitution paraphasias prevail in both
cases. This is why, apart from other clinical evidence, conduction aphasia
should be considered a language specific syndrome which affects the network controlling phonological processing in the human brain rather than a
neurological disconnection syndrome (Hickok 2002; Hickok and Poeppel
2004).

In phonological paraphasia the integration of sensory-based and motorbased modes of speech representation is corrupted. Hickok and Poeppel
(2004) stipulate that a single area of the brain – a site at the boundary of the
parietal and the temporal lobes deep inside the Sylvian fissue (area Spt) – is
a critical interface between sensory- and motor-based representations in
speech. The evidence comes mainly from a neuroimaging study by Buchsbaum, Hickok and Humphreys (2001) in which subjects listened to three
pseudo words and then covertly rehearsed them for 27 seconds. Activation
for both sensory (listening) and motor (silent rehearsal) tasks was found in
the superior temporal gyrus/superior temporal sulcus and in the Spt-area.
Consider figure 7 (copied from fig. 1 of Hickok and Poeppel 2004:71).

Figure 7. Schematic network underlying the functional anatomy of language
proposed by Hickok & Poeppel. The Spt-area is marked green in the figure.

Hickok and Poeppel (2004: 89) suggest that the interface localized in
the Spt-area can operate “bi-directionally”:
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Auditory-to-motor mappings would be used, for example, in verbatim repetition of heard speech and in spontaneous speech production, and motor-toauditory mappings would be used in working memory tasks in which frontal circuits controlling articulatory rehearsal can be used to activate auditory
representations of speech via area Spt.

Note that the anterior insula, which we suggested to be an interface between speech exemplars defined in the perceptual reference space and
kinematic speech patterns, cannot be directly linked to the “bi-directional”
network postulated by Hickok and Poeppel. Firstly, speakers with apraxia
of speech do not have any measurable disorders of speech perception, and
secondly, the anterior insula is not activated in covert speech and phonological rehearsal (cf. Ackermann and Riecker 2004). One could speculate
that the functional and cortical relation between the “frontal circuits” and
the Spt-area is bridged by the posterior inferior frontal gyrus (pIFG). The
neurological findings of Hillis et al. (2004) and our functional interpretation of distinct functions of pIFG and anterior insula given in section 2
suggest that such a connectivity in the network would make a lot of sense.
It is clear, however, that the details of cortical and functional connectivity
between the frontal circuits and the area Spt will have to be clarified by
future research.
The parts of the speech network that have been identified so far include
the left anterior insula, the left inferior frontal gyrus, the cerebellum, the
SMA (cf. Dogil et al. 2004), the temporal gyri, the Sylvian-temporalparietal Spt-area (cf. Hickok and Poeppel 2004: 72 ff), the inferior parietal
cortex and the motor cortex (Guenther, Gosh and Tourville 2006: 295 ff).
The authors of the neural models underlying speech have convincingly
shown that they can predict what happens when the network nodes are individually damaged or locally disconnected 17 . What they have failed to
show, however, is the limits to the error types that the model can predict.
Let us, for the remainder of this study, change the perspective and look at
types of errors that apparently never occur when the parts of the stipulated
network become dysfunctional.

4. Latitude of variation in pathological speech - prosodic constraints
on phonemic jargon
Neologistic jargon is the most severe form of fluent aphasia (cf. Buckingham and Kertesz 1976; Dogil 1989; Stenneken, Bastiaanse, Huber and Jacobs 2005). The phonological structure of words is impaired to the extent
that lexical content is no longer identifiable. The almost complete lack of
any content stays in strong contrast to a fairly regular form in which jargon
is delivered. As we already suggested in the introduction, jargon aphasia is
fluent, the prosodic form of the utterances is largely undisturbed and the
neologistic jargon sounds like propositionally organized language (cf.
Dogil, Hildebrand and Schürmeier 1990). All phonemes used in jargon
aphasia are of the native inventory and the phoneme combinations obey
native phonotactics. Although the phonological neologistic forms are in no
way uniform, they all exhibit a very native-like syllable structure and sonority profile.
The tendency for all types of paraphasic errors to obey the syllable
structure constraints and sonority has often been observed in clinical studies (cf. Christman 1994; Bastiaanse, Gilbers and van der Linde 1994; Dogil
1989). The simplification of syllable structure of a target word (CCVC Æ
CV) always decreases the complexity of its sonority profile. However,
phonemic substitutions in the same target syllabic positions also tend to
follow prefered sonority patterns of the target language. Bastiaanse, Gilbers
and van der Linde (1994) have observed this tendency in both conduction
and Broca patients. The substitution patterns were basically the same, and
consisted of sonority decreases at the beginnings of syllables and sonority
increases at the end of the syllables. This is exactly the pattern which is
predicted by sophisticated theories of sonority sequencing in phonology
(cf. Clements 1990; Dogil and Luschützky 1989) which make different
assumptions about sonority profiles in syllable onsets and syllable offsets.
The Sonority Dispersion Principle, formulated by Clements (1990: 304ff)
predicts the degree of distance from the optimal syllable 18 . Bastiaanse,
Gilbers and van der Linde 1994 have applied this principle to paraphasic
substitution errors and have shown a tendency towards preferred sonority
structures of paraphasic errors as compared to target units. The Dispersion
Principle, because of its compact and clear specification, allows the comparison of sonority profiles even in cases where the targets of error are not
known – like in phonemic jargon.
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In a meticulous recent study, Stenneken et al. (2005) compared sonority
profiles of German neologisms with sonority profiles of a standard German
database (the German CELEX database). The neologistic database consisted of 2 hours of transcribed spontaneous speech collected from a single
subject with Wernicke´s aphasia, classified as such by the AAT (Huber et
al. 1983). It contained 277 syllables in neologistic utterances and 32 syllables in phonemic paraphasias. The mean neologism length was 2.42 syllables. This value is very close to the average length of the simplex German
word as derived from the CELEX database -- 2.469374 syllables. 19 Sonority sequencing analyses within the syllables reveal a similar distributional
pattern for standard German and neologistic data. In syllable initial position
there is a highly significant correlation between dispersion profiles in both
standard and neologistic data (r = .962, p < .001). A similar highly significant correlation is also characteristic of syllabic offsets (r = .950, p < .001).
The differences between the sonority profiles in the two data sets emerge
when a closer look is taken at the preferred syllables. The dispersion model
favors obstruent-vowel (OV-) combinations in the syllable onset and unchecked vowels (-V) in the syllable offset. Stenneken et al. (2005: 288)
show that the frequency of occurrence of OV- demisyllables in contrast to
all remaining demisyllable types was significantly higher in the jargon data
than in the standard data (χ² = 23.81, p < .001). The frequency of (-V) demisyllables was also significantly higher in the patient data than in the
standard corpus (χ² = 30.51, p < .001). Hence, the syllables with a preferred
sonority profile are used more often than expected in the neologism data.
These results show a formal similarity between normal speech and phonological sonority dispersion profiles in speech that is considered as highly
pathological (phonemic jargon). Given the sonority preservation constraints
observed in the more standard types of speech pathology that we have mentioned earlier in this study, we have to consider sonority dispersion to be a
robust and powerful principle of phonological organization in both normal
and pathological speech. It is to be expected that this and other powerful
principles, which define the latitude of variation in pathological speech,
have to be implemented by neural mechanisms which are very different
from the non-distributed neural networks that we have discussed so far. In
the remaining part of the paper we will discuss research methods and research tools that might bring us closer to an understanding of the neurocognitive basis of hard-wired and well-distributed phonological principles.

5. Hard-wired phonology and its neurocognitive bases
Up to this point we identified a number of individual stages of phonological
processing that are responsible for pathological errors and for variation in
these error patterns. In section 2 we identified specification processes, in
particular the stage at which the perceptual reference space is translated
into kinematic patterns at the level of phonetic implementation, to be the
processing stage responsible for errors and error variation in apraxia of
speech. We also argued that the left frontal circuit of the posterior inferior
frontal gyrus and anterior insula appears to control this processing stage in
normal speech processing. In section 2 we identified the processes of phonological underspecification and motor-sensory integration to be responsible for phonemic paraphasia. Following Hickok and Poeppel (2004) we
proposed that the left area at the boundary of the parietal and the temporal
lobes deep inside the Sylvian fissue (area Spt) – is a critical interface between sensory- and motor-based representations leading to underspecified
phonological representations.
Other similar single processing stages have been identified in speech
processing. In particular Guenther, Gosh and Tourville (2006), in their
seminal computational modeling study have simulated a syllable production network consisting of several processing stages. Consider figure 8.
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Figure 8. Schematic of a speech production network simulated by Guenther,
Gosh and Tourville (2006) with all its processing stages and the neural sites at
which they are implemented.

This network makes a number of predictions about abnormal speech
(e.g. stuttering) and may be viewed as the best representation to date for
modeling dysarthric errors in speech. It accounts for initiation, selection
and sequencing of motor speech movements given the sequence of phonemes (speech sound map). It does not, however, say anything about the
initiation, selection and sequencing of phoneme (syllabic) strings. To our
knowledge, no network of this type has been proposed yet. We do not yet
even understand the motivation for sonority sequencing principles, sonority
dispersion and other higher levels of prosodic organization. The few existing proposals appear to be either too mechanistic (cf. MacNeilage and
Davis 2001) or too close to the linguistic data that they strive to explain (cf.
Dogil and Luschützky 1990). What is completely missing are the cognitive
models of these prevailing principles of phonological organization in
speech.
We have argued in section 3 that it is unrealistic to expect that any of
the neural network models discussed so far in this study could serve as an
underlying cognitive principle for the understanding of sonority or other
well-distributed phonological principles. All clinical data reviewed in this
study point to some other solution. Sonority dispersion and, for that matter,
probably other general prosodic and phonotactic contraints 20 , are hardwired, well-distributed systems implemented in general properties of neural
networks underlying speech processing. Why would such networks
emerge?
In the general Incremental Specification in Context (ISC) model presented at several places in this study we claimed that all phonetic mappings
(acoustic-auditory-articulatory mappings) are mastered (“over-learned”) in
the context of retrieval of fully prosodified words and phrases. This restriction on the computation of acoustic-auditory-articulatory mappings means
that phonetic knowledge is never required on its own, but that it is always

constrained by prosodic and phonotactic regularieties of language. The fact
that prosodic regularities (e.g. sonority dispersion) are updated with every
single phonetic mapping computed by the internal analysis-by-synthesis
process makes them very robust and stable from the neural point of view.
“Hard-wired” usually means well distributed in the brain. The single mapping processes characterizing phonetic knowledge are not “hard-wired” as
it is plausible to claim that they may be processed by dedicated neural areas
or networks like area Spt, pIFG and insular cortex, inferior parietal cortex,
and other small dedicated networks of the brain involved in processing of
speech (cf. Guenther, Gosh and Tourville 2006, Hickok and Poeppel
2004, Dogil et al. 2004). Phonological contraints like sonority dispersion,
on the other hand, appear to be processed by many general neural areas the
distribution of which might diverge from one another for every language,
every dialect and ever every speaker. These constraints are robust enough
so that even the most massive pathologies know to destroy the perysilvian
language cortex do not eliminate their functionality. Are these constrints
inborn? We do not believe so, and the ISC model does not predict that they
are inborn. According to the computational procedures proposed in the
model prosodic constraints like sonority dispersion are an emergent property of learning of the phonetic mappings in the context of phonological
retrieval.
The nature/nurture issue of the emergence of linguistic contraints may
be actually approached experimentally with the modern neuroimaging
techniques. The research technique of magnetoencephalography (MEG) is
ideally suited to study the general processes underlying the auditory/perceptual aspects of speech. MEG records the magnetic fields that
surround the intracellular currents of firing cortical pyramidal cells. Cortical pyramidal nerve cells are characteristic of the auditory areas of the temporal sulci in the human brain. Thus, auditory processing in the sulci is
recorded fairly directly by MEG. Magnetic fields are not affected by biological tissue, which makes MEG the only truly non-invasive neuroimaging
technique. The sensors do not have to be attached to the subject´s head, and
indeed, sensor arrays are being developed right now that allow studies of
auditory processing in babies, newborns and even in fetal brains in utero
(cf. Preissl, Lowery and Eswaran 2005). MEG research has developed a
standardized odd-ball study design which allows the evocation of two wellunderstood components of auditory response of the human brain, N100 and
mismatch negativity (MMN). Figure 9 illustrates a typical result of an experiment using the standard MEG paradigm.
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Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the oddball paradigm and the resulting N100
and MMN components (Lipski 2006: 40).

The component N100 is elicited by an abrupt change in any of the parameters of the auditory input signal. MMN reflects a mismatch between
the representation of a sound event in memory and the new event (cf.
Näätännen 2001). MMN can only arise when a memory trace (a phonological representation) of a stimulus has been formed. Indeed, ongoing research
has uncovered a variety of MMN responses to various types of phonological contrasts (cf. Phillips, Pellathy, Maranz, Yellin, Wexler and Poeppel
2000; Lipski 2006).
Of particular interest are developmental studies which show how, when,
and where the sound representations are established in the human brain,
and studies of adaptivity of neural systems processing sound, which show
the normal learning path in cortical sound processing.

Holst, Eswaran, Lowery, Murphy, Norton and Preissl (2005) investigated the maturation of the auditory cortex in the first longitudinal fetal
MEG study. Serial recordings were performed every 2 weeks on 18 fetuses
beginning from week 27 of gestational age until term with a follow-up recording on the newborns. Auditory stimulation consisted of tone bursts in
an oddball design with standard tones (500 Hz) and deviant tones (700 or
1000 Hz). In 52 of 63 fetal and in all of the neonatal recordings an auditory
evoked magnetic field (AER) was obtained. A decrease in latency with
increasing age was observed. The statistical analysis across fetuses and
neonates revealed a significant decrease of AER latencies (F(1,49) = 6.31,
P<0.05) at a rate of 5.5 ms per week. Analyzing the group of fetuses and
the group of neonates separately, a significant effect of age on latency of
responses was found among fetuses (F(1,35) = 8.03, P<0.01), but not in
newborns (t = 0.92, P = 0.37). In the group of fetuses, the decrease of
latency of auditory evoked responses was at a rate of 9.6 ms per week.
We expect experimental studies of this type to clarify the normal learning path not only in auditory but also in phonetic and phonological processing at the earliest stages of development of the human brain. Whether such
experiments will ultimately uncover the learning path of principles underlying phonological organization of speech is an open issue, but such experiments in the area of prosody are currently under review.
Another important issue which might clarify the differences and similarities of normal and pathological speech is adaptivity. In critical experiments, Lipski (2006) tested the influence of the context on pre-attentive
difference detection of native and non-native sound contrasts using MEG.
Twenty German subjects listened passively to trains of native (/sa/, /Sa/)
and non-native syllables in an oddball design experiment performed with a
151-channel whole-head MEG system. The mismatch magnetic negativity
(MMNm) responses showed a clear difference in processing of native and
non-native sounds. The MMNm´s differ in amplitude and latency, when the
native and non-native sounds are processed by the human brain. MMNm´s
in which a non-native sound is used as a deviant in an oddball experiment
have significantly higher amplitudes and significantly longer latencies than
MMNm´s obtained when a native sound is used as a deviant. This is a standard result which has been obtained for many types of sounds (Näätänen
2001), and which was replicated for the fricatives in Lipski´s experiment. It
is believed that with learning, the cortical responses to native sound contrasts become fairly rigid and that ´prototypes´ are being developed (Kuhl
2004). Lipski has tested this assumption in an additional experiment, in
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which not one, but two deviants were used in the passive listening MEG
experiment. In the case where a non-native (Polish) sound /Ca/ was used
with a German standard /SA/ and a German deviant /sa/ an unexpected
variation in the amplitude of the recorded MMNm was registered. The amplitude for Polish deviant /Ca/ significantly decreased in the presence of
German native deviant /sa/, while the amplitude of the German deviant /sa/
significantly increased in the presence of the non-native deviant. Our interpretation of this result is that the linguistic context induced by a native deviant alters the focus of processing to linguistically (phonemically) relevant
sound contrasts and suppresses the processing of non-native sound contrasts. The precision of auditory speech sound processing is apparently not
rigid but instead it is constantly adapted to the current situation.
This result shows that the auditory cortex does not operate with rigid
prototypes but that it tunes in to the context of a speech sound contrast in a
normal speech learning path. In a normal learning path, rapid learning of
sound contrasts is predicted because speech cues are extremely frequent.
Processing of irrelevant auditory detail is suppressed in a context of native
language sound processing. This view is consistent with the model of
speech processing in terms of a new exemplar theory that we proposed in
section 2 (fig. 4). Could it be that the distorted adaptivity of neural sound
processing is a major source of all pathological patterns that we described
in this study? We hope that future research into the normal learning path of
phonological and phonetic representation will succeed in addressing this
question.
Laboratory sciences have always been dominated by their strongest
equipment. If Laboratory Phonology is to profit from the modern developments in cognitive neuroscience, it can be predicted that it is the studies of
auditory processing of language and speech supported by MEG and fMEG,
which will lead the way. Unfortunatly, it is to be expected that these new
experimental methods of studying the representation of speech in the
healthy brain will push the interest in the pathological data available from
strenuous clinical studies somewhat to the background.

6. Notes

1

The data has been originally presented at the Fifth International Phonology Meeting, a predecessor to the LabPhon series of meetings. This data has not been
challenged by Thomas Gamkrelidze, who insisted, however, that there is practically no intra-speaker variability in this substandard dialect. Different speakers are consistent in the choice of their “favourite” form.
2
You can listen to this, and many other examples provided in this study if you
login to the Internet Tutorial „Sprache and Gehirn“ compiled in our Lab. The
address is: http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/phonetik/joerg/sgtutorial/.
3
You can listen to the recording under the address given in note 2, the phonemic
jargon case.
4
The source of English and French errors are the seminal studies of AOS by Kent
and Rosenbeck (1983: 238) and Lebrun (1990: 381). German errors were collected in our laboratory and published in Mayer (1995). The sound files for
German productions are available at our internet site: http//www.ims.unistuttgart.de/phonetik/joerg/sgtutorial/
5
The insula is an old cortical structure buried in the Sylvian fissure near the base
of premotor cortex. It has strong neural connections with limbic areas and with
sensory systems of the brain (cf. Augustine 1996). This extended connectivity
is a prerequisite for implementation of unimpaired speech production, as we
will argue later in this study (cf. Ackermann and Riecker 2004 for the origins
of this hypothesis).
6
The patients with apraxia of speech who Dronkers investigated had this deficit at
least 1 year after stroke, and thus probably had relatively large strokes. One
problem with lesion overlap studies, Hillis et al. 2004 argue, “is that the area of
greatest overlap among large strokes may reflect the vulnerability of particular
regions to ischaemia, due to the distribution of blood flow from the cerebral
vessels.”
7
For other tasks and further implications of this study cf. Ackermann and Riecker
2004. For research questions used in studies of speech production of our group
cf. Dogil et al 2004.
8
The hypothesis has been criticised for the fact that the experiment was based on
word frequencies rather than syllable frequencies, a distinction that is critical in
Levelts speech production model (cf. Ziegler 2001).
9
Flaccid dysarthria is characterized by slow, monotonous speech rate, breathy
phonation, hypernasality, and imprecise (undershoot) articulation of consonants
and vowels (Poeck 1989: 159).
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10

The model described below is being currently developed as a part of a strategic
grant SFB 732 „Incremental Specification in Context“, cf. Alexiadou et al.
2006.
11
Schneider and Lintfert (p.c.) found in their study of German prosody that young
children realize prominence with all phonetic parameters (duration, pitch, intensity, voice quality) at the early stages of acquisition. At later stages they lose
most early distinctions and mark accented syllables with duration, which is
most functional in word stress.
12
Apraxia of speech is a lasting problem, which is resistant to speech therapy.
Patients get better in the mastery of their kinematic problems, but hardly ever
regain control over faulty speech representations (cf. Schneider & Frens 2005).
13
The dorsal stream of the system is responsible for auditory-motor integration in
speech (Hickok & Poeppel 2004: 86-92). It projects from the left STG dorsoposteriorily to a region of the posparietal-temporal boundary and then projects
back to the frontal regions (insula and inferior frontal gyrus). Functionally, this
network is very similar to the analysis-by-synthesis loop discussed in the Incremental Specification model discussed in section 2.
14
As suggested by the reviewer the error is not at all typical of conduction aphasia, but of deep dysphasia. The AAT testing procedure (Huber et al. 1983)
which was used in this case does not allow for an easy differentiation between
the two syndromes.
15
DT-MRI is a modification of standard MRI which permits quantification of the
diffusion chracteristics of water molecules. Within cerebral white matter, water
molecules diffuse more freely along myelinated tracts than across them. This
directional hindrance of water diffusion allows to obtain estimates of fiber orientation in the brain. The three dimensional models of brain connections obtained with this technique have become a very powerful tool in neurocognitive
science.
16
An alternative, and probably more correct explanation of diversity in conduction
aphasia might be due to the individuality and variance of the cortical connections in individual human brains. Data presented in Catani et al (2004: 12 fig 4)
shows strong intersubject variability.
17
The computational simulations provided by Guenther et al (2006) are particularly impressive. His network, however, is concerned with simulations of a
speech process which has been flawlessly planned and in which the speech
units were properly selected. Hence, the network simulations are informative
about dysarthric distortions but not about paraphasias and other phonological
distortions discussed in this study.
18
Dispersion in sonority (D) is defined by Clements (1990) as the sum of the inverses of the squares of the distance in sonority rank (d) between each pair of
segments within the demisyllable.
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I would like to thank Bernd Möbius for this search. CELEX does not have a
precise distinction between complex and simplex words. Compunds are classified as complex but derivational forms are sometimes listed under complex and
sometimes under simplex forms.
Cf. Dogil 2003 for a review of arguments suggesting that other prosodic contraints might constitute well-distributed, hard-wired systems.
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